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Awesome I needed this vision opener, now I see the signs and find out them for what they are. I
dropped my old son 5 months ago and I hugged his clothing, they still had his smell, crying I
stated out loud I just needed one more hug from you. So I bought it. Close to outstanding!. This
book, when you have suffered a loss, is relocating the sense that it creates one aware of just how
much our family members want to connect around from the afterlife, and what signals and
signals they may send us and how to interpret them.The start of the book tends to be a bit rote;
coping with chakras, totems, animal signs and the like - things others have discussed. However,
the middle to end gives one a feeling of purpose and hope by relating signs others have
received from the afterlife, particularly while in the throes of grief.I'll keep this book as a
reference, but, I was surprised at the repetitiveness of the information. it is calming and gives
one a feeling of quietude while in the throes of despair. Overall, interesting. I could feel him in
spirit near by Highly, highly recommend if you lost a love one and also have the feeling they are
still around you in spirit...just lets you know where and how exactly to look and feel your loved
ones who've passed ..nothing else. Nice book. Without the most profound piece on the afterlife
I've ever read, it is a calming, sweet present from the author... which is an excellent thing in
some instances The info in this book was very well presented, but it was occasionally repetitive.
Just orders you to make use of your senses to look or experience your beloved 1 in nature
..butterflies, hummingbirds ....not what I expected.!! Go through it and I could honestly say the
book is on point. I was amazed to discover that i get text messages every day through triple
numbers, brands, birth day, feathers and pennies to name a few. Looking for the signs! As i was
reading this book, one of my cats exceeded and i could receive and interpret a message from
her.! Highly recommend! This book helped me to understand what my son is telling me, I
purchased the Kindle version and now I will buy 3 more copies (paperback) to share with my
friends that lost their son a year ago and with my kids. When you start reading it you won't be
able to put it down! Comforting This book defined signs that I have been experiencing daily.I'd
go through it again!!...which is a good part of some instances. I certainly would recommend this
reserve; I knew it! Waste of money!!! The author tells you that anything can be a sign!? It's feels
as though the writer takes an edge of people within their grieving period, when people hurt the
most and desire to trust in something bigger than this life! Factors I essentially knew.! I'm one of
the grieving parents and I am feeling such as this book was written by person who just wants to
make money and don't care about being honest. Signs From The Afterlife: Identifying Gifts From
The Other Side I didn't thinking about purchasing this reserve, but one day We was on Amazon
Primary and the book was suggested that I would like it. That night time I dreamed of him and to
my surprise that's what I got. Affirming I purchased this book mainly out of curiosity to discover
more regarding what was this is behind received text messages. I should have had a chapter in
the reserve and also the others informing their stories. This reserve has validated my
experiences immensely. Obvious information, nothing fresh. I found this book light about
details, extremely obvious and boring. Gave it to a friend to read, don’t expect it back! I would
recommend this reserve to anyone who's feeling a loss also to interpret messages. Great read
Great info! Examine it cover to cover in a single night time! It helped me find comfort Was a gift
Was a gift This book rocks !! Also ordered for presents and they felt the same. I don't
recommend. Five Stars Don't know yet Great book Great book.!
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